The dependence of T~o n n becomes increasingly less pronounced at lower temperatures in the nonmetallic samples indicating that the nuclear relaxation becomes at least partially dependent on mechanisms other than conduction electrons, such as spin-diffusion coupling to paramagnetic impurity sites. In the metallic samples, the Knight shift Kccn and the Korringa product is a constant: T~TK =3.3x10 6 sec K. Both the Knight shift and Korringaproduct decrease sharply «r n &2&&10~cm"3. Our analysis shows that the Mott transition (formation of an impurity conduction band or transition to "free" conduction) occurs in a region 5xl0 &n &1.6 x10 cm and that the impurity conduction band and the CdS conduction band become merged (i. e. , the Fermi level crosses into the CdS conduction band) in a region 1.6 x 10 &n &2.4x10 cm 3.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports on the experimental nuclearmagnetic-resonance (NMR) behavior of Cd'" nuclei in chlorine-doped CdS. We have measured the spin-lattice relaxation times (T,) and Knight shifts (K) in CdS:Cl having a wide range in the doping concentration. These data were complemented by measurements on the electrical properties and used to investigate the semiconductor-to-metal transition.
Pure CdS is a 2. 5-eV band-gap photoconductor which becomes an n-type semiconductor when donor impurities are present. Chlorine is a donor impurity for CdS and thus evidently goes into the crystalline lattice substitutionally for sulfur. '
The electrical conductivity increases with impurity concentration and at a rather high level the doping will effect a semiconductor-to-metal transition.
This phenomenon may be studied by NMR via the hyperfine interaction with conduction electrons which affects both T, and E. 1/T, = 6-'y,'y"'nV'(I y, (0)l')'[2~(m*)'nT]"', (2) where n is the conduction-electron density, V the sample volume, m~the effective mass of a conduction electron, k Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, and ( I g, (0) (9) where X, is the electronic susceptibility, which for a free-electron gas is X, =3h y, n/8E" (10) where E~is the Fermi energy. By combining Eqs. (9) and (10) and using E~=(5/2m)(3v n)~, the Knight shift is
he Knight shift is independent of temperature and magnetic field and is proportional to the cube root of the electron concentration.
Combining Eqs. (3) and (11) 
